Spotlight 2004

Die wichtigsten Berichte des Jahres im Überblick zum Nachschlagen und Nachlesen

AMERICA’S SOUTH SPECIAL 5/04
In search of the South (Introduction) — A world of possibilities (Part Two) — Ruebens, the treasure of Sutton Hoo (History) — Norwich: urban flair and rural charms (Travel) — Towing into the new millennium (Lifestyle)

EAST ANGLIA SPECIAL 8/04
A land of broad horizons (Introduction) — Shadow ship (A sense of place)

LITERATURE
Not lost for words I — how to improve your speaking and listening skills (Lifestyle)

LETTER FROM AMERICA
Susan Ladika in Florida on intercontinental travel 1/04
Patricia Bedlan in Nebraska on growing up black and white II — how to improve your reading and writing skills 4/04
Making her mark — Lynn Tussi and her surprising best-seller (Business)
Adventure story — Melvin Bragg on the history of the English language (History)
English bit by bit I — the best computer-related products for learning English 8/04
LITERATURE
Tayside forking out (Life in Scotland) — an Oxford hospital for Asian refugees (Health)

BIOGRAPHIES
Eric Summer in California on the pros and cons of technology 6/04
Jonathan Liddle in Belfast on escaping “the regimental season” in Northern Ireland 7/04
Deborah Caparas in March on the 2004 Olympics 8/04
Rose-Anne Clermont in Berlin on a multicultural Germany 9/04
Amanda Jenkinson on understanding her Jewish roots 10/04
Bill Rueb in Belize on her life as a school counsellor 11/04
Bill Murphy in Canada on food banks and welfare programmes 12/04

LETTER FROM AMERICA
Susan Ladika in Florida on intercontinental travel 1/04
Patricia Bedlan in Nebraska on being a stay-at-home-mom 2/04
Mary Beth Maslowski in New York on older workers 3/04
Amy De La Hunt in St. Louis on a different role as a single mom 4/04
Patty Onderko in New York on same-sex marriage 6/04
Elizabeth Del Cid in Los Angeles on undocumented immigrants attending US universities 7/04
Ginger Henry-Közelt in Boston on computer passwords and the importance of memory 8/04
Mary Beth Maslowski in New York on the Republican National Convention 9/04
Amy De La Hunt in St. Louis on a law called “No Child Left Behind” 10/04

ON THIS DAY
American president Theodore Roosevelt 1/04
The kidnapping of Patty Hearst 2/04
Melttown at Three Mile Island 3/04
Zimbabwe independence leader Kenneth Kaunda’s 80th birthday 4/04
The Iron Lady, Margaret Thatcher 5/04
Lord Kelvin, father of absolute zero 6/04
Nelson Mandela 7/04
The Gulf of Tonkin resolution 8/04
Around the world in 17 days 9/04
Indian leader Indira Gandhi 10/04
Grace Kelly, America’s princess 11/04
Lexicographer Samuel Johnson 12/04

POLITICS
Canada’s born leader — hero to the business community: Prime Minister Paul Martin 2/04
A question of identity — is it the time the British started carrying identity cards 3/04
Clinton’s comeback — how the former president got back in the spotlight 4/04
The two minds of John Kerry — a look at the Democratic candidate for the US presidency 5/04

PROFILE
Michael Moore is at it again — the US writer’s success 2/04
Speaking out for Europe — how German-born MP Gisela Stuart sees the EU 4/04
From angel to monster — South African Oscar award-winning actress Charlize Theron is not just pretty face 7/04
It had to be Hugh — Hugh Grant and the new Bridget Jones film 12/04

SOCIETY
Anna’s children — Anna Eisinger, a German educational pioneer in wanting England 6/04
Zimbabwe independence leader Kenneth Kaunda’s 80th birthday 4/04
The Iron Lady, Margaret Thatcher 5/04
Lord Kelvin, father of absolute zero 6/04
Nelson Mandela 7/04
The Gulf of Tonkin resolution 8/04
Around the world in 17 days 9/04
Indian leader Indira Gandhi 10/04
Grace Kelly, America’s princess 11/04
Lexicographer Samuel Johnson 12/04

THE LAST WORD
Bill Murphy in Canada on spending the holidays in Florida 1/04
Rebecca Jenkins in London on the fun of going to psychics for advice 2/04
Douglas Pollock in Weihem on the importance of relationships 3/04
Sister Ethna McDermott in Ireland on being a stepmother 5/04

TOMORROW’S WORLD
Talking to the animals — seals can imitate human speech 1/04
In search of male menopause — how a single gene may tell us to raise younger men 2/04
Crime in the city’s secrets on foot 3/04
Europe’s dark ages — global warming 4/04
The Cypriot experience — robots that control nuclear reactors could help solve energy problems 11/04
The test of time — has Aboriginal rock art been destroyed by industry? 12/04

TRAVEL
Scotland’s oldest fire festival — protecting a town against witches 1/04
Canada’s Olympic city — Vancouver, venue of the 2010 Olympic Winter Games 1/04
A taste of Germany in the Adelaide Hills — how German settlers left their mark in Australia 2/04
Spotted in Edinburgh — ghost tours 3/04
In the footsteps of Lewis and Clark — from St. Louis to the Pacific Ocean 4/04
Falling for Dublin — the Irish capital 6/04
A land of myths and legends — the truth behind the fascinating stories of the British Isles 7/04
Hitting the streets of San Francisco — discovering the city’s secrets on foot 9/04
Scotland’s world apart — the unique beauty of the Hebridean Islands 10/4
Eye of the tiger — on tiger safari in the Indian 11/04

TRAVEL TIPS/INSIDE...
Johannesburg, South Africa 2/04
Birmingham, England 3/04
Auckland, New Zealand 4/04
Brisbane, Australia 7/04
Melbourne, Australia 9/04
Toronto, Canada 6/04
Brisbane, Australia 7/04
Melbourne, Australia 9/04
The Burtons, Ireland 9/04
Swansea, Wales 10/04
Kilkenny, Ireland 1/04
Canberra, Australia 12/04